EEG analysis gives model of neuronal template-matching mechanism for sensory search with olfactory bulb.
The spatial pattern of EEG activity at the surface of the olfactory bulb tends to be invariant with respect to input and to change to a new pattern whenever an animal is trained to expect or search for a particular odor. It is postulated here that the spatial EEG pattern is dependent on a neural template for that odor that is formed during training. This hypothesis is expressed in the form of a model consisting of an array of interconnected elements (1 X 10 or 6 X 6). Each element represents 2 excitatory and 2 inhibitory subsets of neurons with 3 types of internal feedback: negative, mutually excitatory, and mutually inhibitory. The elements are interconnected only by mutual excitation and mutual inhibition. Each neural subset is represented by a nonlinear differential equation; the connections are represented by modifiable coupling coefficients. With appropriate values of the time, coupling, and gain coefficients, and with input that is modelled on olfactory input, the set of 40 or 144 equations gives output that simulates the time and space patterns of the EEG. In the naive state the coefficients are uniform. A template is formed by giving input to selected elements, cross-correlating the outputs, and weighting the mutually excitatory coupling coefficient between each pair of elements by the corresponding correlation coefficient. When a template has been formed, input to nontemplate elements is treated as noise. Optionally a matched filter is made to simulate habituation by reducing the synaptic gain coefficients of those excitatory subsets that receive the noise. The model is tested by giving input to nontemplate elements and to none, part or all of the template elements. There are two outputs of the model. One is the spatial pattern Vj of the root mean square (rms) amplitudes of the individual outputs v(j, t) of the elements. The other output is the rms amplitude Erms of the ensemble average E(t) over v(j, t). The results show that Vj depends on the template and is relatively insensitive to input, whether or not input is given to template elements. However, Erms increases in proportion to the number of "hits" on the template. If the number of elements receiving noise does not exceed the number of elements in a template, or if the noise is matched with a habituation filter, then Erms rises above the noise level for a "hit" on any one or more template elements irrespective of location or combination. Vj conforms to the performance of the surface EEG. Erms is not yet accessible to physiological measurement.